Phillips Library Finding Aids
Manuscript collections consist of unpublished materials, which often involve handwritten
documents but can also include typed, drawn, or photographic material. A finding aid describes
the contents of a particular collection. The catalog record will state if the manuscript collection
has a finding aid and if it is available online or only in the library. If a finding aid is connected to
a record online, a link to the digital collection of Manuscript Finding Aids will be at the bottom
of the record. You will need to search for the finding aid using the collection title, call number,
or keywords. Please note that search results do not sort by relevance.
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Open the
finding aid as
one full screen
document here

Object
Description
includes
information
such as call
number, title,
creator, date,
publisher,
subjects, and
provenance. All
this information
can be found in
the finding aid
itself

Finding aid in the Digital Collections

Digital
Collections
breaks up
the finding
aid into two
sections
(collection
information
and Contents
List). Use
this sidebar
to open each
one

A finding aid will include logistical information about the collection (call number, number of
boxes and volumes, where the collection came from, etc.); historical or biographical information
about the organization or person who created the material; and a scope note explaining the way
that the collection is organized, and highlighting some of the most important components.
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Example finding aid, showing Provenance and Conservation information
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broken up by
main people
in the
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Copyright, Processing, and Biographical Sketch information in the Derby Papers
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The Scope and Content gives an overview of what type of material the collection includes. The
collection is broken down intellectually into ‘Series’ for different types of documents (e.g.
Shipping Papers, Financial Papers), which is then further broken down into ‘Subseries.’ A
condensed, bulleted version of the Scope and Content, called a Series List provides a quick view
of the collection break-down.
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Scope and Content overview of the Derby Papers
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Series I and its
Subseries

Sometimes a
Subseries can
be broken
down into
additional
subseries

Series List of the Derby Papers
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The Contents List is where the intellectual breakdown of the collection is linked with its physical
breakdown by boxes and folders. The Contents List will follow the order of the Series List (e.g.
Series I first), but the box and folder numbers are not always in order. The Contents List is also
where the contents and date ranges of each folder are shown.
The following folders
are a part of Series I
Subseries A of the
collection

This indented
number
indicates that
it is Folder 2
of Box 1

The date ranges
from each folder, if
known, are shown
here

(OS) stands for
oversize. This
folder is part of
Series I
Subseries A,
even though the
Contents List of a collection
box is out of
order
Material in manuscript collections, found through Philcat or the Digital Collections, is available
for research, unless otherwise noted in the finding aid. When calling material from a librarian,
only the call number, box number(s), and folder number(s) are necessary, as these will help the
librarian locate the papers you wish to view.
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